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Reggaeton Producer Grooves is here, and youre going to love whats in store for you inside this

King-Sized sound collection of over 150 Reggaeton Loops and Audio Samples arranged into 22 Platinum

Reggaeton Construction Kits - all the tools you need to create the biggest club hits, right now. Over the

last few years Reggaeton music has seen a massive rise in popularity across the world, and it shows no

signs of stopping with huge hits such as Daddy Yankees Gasolina and Pitbulls I know you want me.

Artists such as LunyTunes, Noriega, Eliel, Don Omar, Alexis & Fido, Angel & Khriz, Nina Sky, Nicky Jam,

Zion, RKM & Ken-Y, Voltio, Calle 13, Hctor "El Father", Wisin & Yandel, Tito "El Bambino" and many

others have achieved huge success already, and with Reggaeton being a relatively new genre, theres

plenty of room for new artists to break through. Alongside the beefy bouncin Latin drum beats,

percussion, snare rolls & intricate hi-hat flares, you will also find the hottest synth hooks from the

industrys leading synths, royal orchestra licks, hot ethnic instruments, and much more. Each Groove

contains 10-20 matching loops, for example, one groove may contain: synth lead, drums, synth, orchestra

strings, and so onall of which layer perfectly together, and can be arranged, remixed and edited any way

you wish - instant results and pure heat every time. Everything has been mastered & optimised to chart

standards in crystal clear 24 bit audio - this release possess huge potential for maximum exposure in the

right hands. Our Grooves Series has been very popular, and has been used by top producers from all

corners of the globe, we know that you wont be disappointed when you discover whats waiting for you in

this mammoth royalty free download production package. If youre a DJ, Producer, MC or artist, inject the

platinum sound of today into your productions and grab yourself a deal with Reggaeton Producer

Grooves. This is the .wav edition. You can find this release in a large number of other special formats on

our website including: Ableton Live Pack (276mb) Acid Loops (344mb) Akai MPC (420mb) Apple Loops

(343mb) FL Studio (344mb) Garageband (343mb) and many, many more! primeloops.com
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